
HOW TO CREATE A

MULTIMEDIA

PRESENTATION

IN 5 STEPS



STEP 1

De�ne the
Purpose of Your
Multimedia
Presentation
Before you can start creating a

multimedia presentation, you need to

know exactly what you’ll be presenting

about and why.

Jot down some ideas about what you

want to achieve with your presentation.

Want to add value to an 

evergreen landing page?

Hope to get more

people interested in your 

content or services?

Wish to impart your

knowledge to your readers

in a meaningful way?

Need to create a pitch

deck that inspires investors

in your project?

Want to report sales

or business results in

a unique way?

Need to present survey 

results that don’t bore

your audience?

Do you...



STEP 2

Outline the

Content with

Visualization

Ideas
Now that you have everything planned

out and all your content is ready to be put

into a slide deck, don’t skip the outline.

While creating the outline, think of ways that 

you can improve the story using different 

mediums. 

Explainer Videos

Video Clips

Surveys

Animated GIFs

PopUps

Interactivity Between Slides

Color-Coded Maps

Google Maps

Animated Charts

QR Codes

Loom Videos

Sound Effects

Background Music

Embedded Third Media Content

Ted Talk Video Embeds



STEP 3

Select a
Presentation
Template and
Add Your
Content
Now, log into your Visme dashboard and find

a presentation template that will be perfect for

your project. There are lots of choices, from

pre-designed presentations to customizable

slide libraries in different styles. 

In the case of a multimedia presentation,

we recommend you go with one of the slide

libraries. We have three to choose from:

Modern Simple Creative
Sleek and unique Clean cut and no-frills Off the cuff and interesting

Select your slides from the slide library. They are organized into groups,

all the types of groups that any presentation needs. For example:

Title Introduction Teams Diagrams

Comparisons Processes Testimonials

And more…



STEP 4

Add The

Multimedia

Content
Start adding multimedia content to

the slides that need it. Follow your

outline and visualization idea notes.

You don’t need to add a different

type of media on each slide, that’s

overwhelming. Aim for two or three

types of media spread throughout

the presentation in order to keep a

balance. For example:

A narration can cover all the slides

and it should flow seamlessly.

Interactive slides with links to the main

slide or other sections need to be well

organized and easy to navigate.

Videos shouldn’t be on every slide, there

needs to be space to breathe between

videos so it’s not overwhelming.

Animated charts don’t need to be

surrounded by too much content so

they can shine on their own.

Surveys should have their own slide

with a previous slide explaining why

there’s a survey in the first place.

Embed content on any slide and make

it fit visually with the rest of the content.



STEP 5

Download

and Share

A completed multimedia presentation

can be presented or shared in several

ways. For interactive presentations

that include clicking or filling in forms,

these are the best options to give

your audience the best experience:

Embedding the

presentation into

a website

Sharing the

presentation

with a live link

Downloaded as

an HTML5 file

Share > Embed > Publish >

Responsive > Copy

Share > Publish for Web >

Publish > Copy

Download > Present Offline >

HTML5 > Download


